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Quiz Date: 4th August 2020
Directions (1-8): Read each of the following sentences to find out if there is any
grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The
number (A, B, C or D) of this part is your answer. If there is no error in the statement,
then mark option (e) as your answer.
Q1. I have been (A)/ guiding the (B)/students for (C)/ the last ten years.(D) / no error (E)
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Q2. I had my car(A)/ for four years (B)/ before I ever (C)/ learned to drive it. (D) / no error
(E)
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Q3. Rishi came (A)/ to the office (B)/ much later (C)/ that I expect. (D)/ no error (E)
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Q4. (A) A strong breeze blew each/ (B) article away with a flip-flap, and/ (C) her clothes
landed in faraway and/(D) often unreachable places./ (E) No error.
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Q5. (A) Anyone can tell that/ (B) she dyes her hairs/ (C) blonde because her/(D) dark roots
are showing./ (E) No error.
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
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Q6. (A) Forest inspector suspects that/ (B) the hairs come from either an/ (C)
unrecognized bear species, or an unknown hybrid/(D) of polar bear and brown bear./ (E)
No error.
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Q7. If I leave now, (A)/ I will not be able (B)/ to return back (C)/ before 9 p.m. (D)/ No
error (E)
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Q8. If your jogging clothes (A)/ were not made of (B)/ permeable fabric you will drown
(C)/ in your sweat. (D)/ No error (E)
(a)A
(b) B
(c) C
(d) D
(e) E
Directions (9-15): Each of the following questions has a paragraph from which one
sentence has been deleted. From the given options, choose the one that completes
the paragraph in the most appropriate way.
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Q9. When the Reserve Bank of India conducted a special investigation (Asset Quality
Review 2015–16) into the quality of loans dispensed by big banks, few could have foreseen
the lasting impact of the fallout that came afterwards. It forced banks to do away with the
opaque policies______________. It was a moment of reckoning for the banking industry and it
severely crippled many incumbents, except a certain HDFC Bank.
(a) of the puzzle begins with understanding commodities
(b) to financial institutions as well because like commodities, money behaves remarkably
similar to one
(c) adopted to conceal bad loans and severely hampered their ability to grow
(d) financial metrics, metrics that help us understood things as they stand today
(e) to add market share by offering a better product
Q10. At the turn of the new millennium, YogeshMahansaria, a bright-eyed 25-year-old was
asked to take control of a small tyre manufacturer in Aurangabad. He had been working
there for a few years with his father and _____________________ and when his chance came, he
did it with style. And then in 2006 when it seemed like the humble tyre company was just
about to take off, he was abruptly asked to leave.
(a) inherent investment opportunity we need to take a small detour
(b) principal contention was that while food production would grow linearly, population
growth would be exponential
(c) most controversial ideas of the 18th century there was considerable fear about
humanity's ability to survive
(d) was seen as someone who could turn around the company's fortunes
(e) ushered in a new era and it's now on a quest to reach a billion dollars in annual
turnover

Q11. Today instead of looking at complicated operational metrics and financial
performance of airline companies, we will do something different. We will instead look at
air travel and why flying is a terrible experience. Why we have great fund managers
[Buffett, Lynch] ___________________ in general and through it, you, fellow investor.
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(a) practice is usually followed to fill up the seats left vacant by late or last minute
cancellations
(b) confirmed-ticket customers check-in well in time for the flight to take off
(c) voluntarily vacating seats, which gives you some relief like booking on a later flight
(d) travel on the flight and reported for the flight well within the specified time
(e) hating on the airline industry and how all of this is connected to airfares
Q12. Overbooking is another menace that often ruins the flight experience. Airlines
consistently overbook — meaning they book more passengers than the actual capacity of
the flight in an attempt to maximize their profit-making potential. They do this
by________________. But in the process of overbooking, customers often get bumped out of
flights that they legally paid for.
(a) later time and other benefits or facilities according to the airline’s discretion.
(b) accounting for the total number of passengers who are unlikely to show up
(c) the request of the airline, it is taken as refusal to cooperate with safety procedures
(d) passenger can only be allowed to check into a flight with a boarding pass
(e) passengers do not vacate seats, the airline can deny them booking
Q13. Steel Manufacturers in China largely relied on Blast Furnaces to produce their steel.
These old furnaces take in hot air and convert iron ore into steel under__________________. In a
world that was moving closer to environmentally friendly alternatives, this was seen as
problematic.
(a) long-term contracts could not fully capitalise on the new found riches
(b) terrible market scenario that prevailed in the Graphite Electrode
(c) extremely high temperatures and are considered to be prime polluters in Beijing
(d) severe depression crippled the entire industry
(e) stock as a worthwhile investment opportunity until the Chinese sneezed
Q14. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has launched a Complaint Management System (CMS)
— an online portal to facilitate bank customer grievance redressal processes. The CMS
portal can be accessed on RBI’s website and ______________________.“CMS will be accessible on
desktops as well as on mobile devices. The RBI also plans to introduce a dedicated
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) System for tracking the status of complaints.
(a) giving markets the assurance that monetary policy decisions were put through rigorous
arguments.
(b) complaints can be lodged against any of the entities regulated by the central bank
(c) possibility of some of it getting transferred to the American government
(d) the unforeseen risks that the RBI might face
(e) None of these.
Q15. Air crashes today are subjected to the full glare of the media,______________ and also
seriously hampering the remedial measures and outcomes that would flow from
professionally conducted accident inquiries. In this milieu, it is important to explore some
of the less-dissected issues that continue to plague aviation safety in the IAF.
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(a) authorities can ban on whatever grounds they want
(b) much as anything now it may be politics as much as the true certification
(c) exposing vulnerable families of the crash victims to needless trauma
(d) many others with flying experience have raised additional concerns
(e) None of these.

Solutions
S1. Ans. (e)
Sol. The given sentence is grammatically correct.
S2. Ans. (a)
Sol. “I had my car” should be replaced by “ I had had my car”. The past perfect tense is used
when we are talking about the past and want to refer back to an earlier past time.
S3. Ans. (d)
Sol. “I expect” should be replaced by “I had expected” as the past perfect tense is used to
show that something happened before another action in the past
S4. Ans. (a)
Sol. ‘Breeze’ is gentle flow of air. So ‘strong wind’ will be used here.
S5. Ans. (b)
Sol. Change ‘hairs’ to ‘hair’ because hair is an uncountable noun and it can be made
singular/plural by adding certain words before the uncountable nouns. Also remember
that hair takes singular verb (‘dyes’ in the given sentence)
S6. Ans. (e)
Sol. Hair is singular when it refers to an entire head of hair (e.g., brown hair, blonde hair,
curly hair). The word hair is usually used when it refers to all the hairs on one's head in
general.When describing individual strands of hair, the plural is hairs. In the given sentence
hairs are detached from the body so it can be considered countable hence the plural hairs is
correct here.
S7. Ans. (c)
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Sol. Remove ‘back’. The word ‘back’ makes ‘return’ superfluous.
S8. Ans. (c)
Sol. Change ‘will’ into ‘would’ as the sentence is in past tense.
S9. Ans. (c)
Sol. The given paragraph mentions the special investigation that was conducted by RBI to
assess the quality of leans. It further mentions the consequences of the investigation under
which the banks had to do away with the policies that concealed the bad loans. Here, we
can infer that the blank would be filled with a phrase which would mention the policies
that were obstructing the growth of banks. Statement given in option (c) perfectly fits in
the given blank to give a contextually meaningful and grammatically correct statement.
Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice.
S10. Ans. (d)
Sol. The paragraph given above mentions how YogeshMahansaria had taken a control over
tyre manufacturer in Aurangabad where he had been working for few years along with his
father. But he was suddenly asked to leave within few year when the company was about to
emerge successfully. From the phrase given following the blank, which mentions, “he did it
with style”, we can infer that blank will be filled in with a phrase which could justify his
capabilities to run the company. Statement given in option (d) clearly fits in the given
blank, stating expectations from Yogesh after taking over the company. Hence, option (d) is
the most suitable answer choice.
S11. Ans. (e)
Sol. The paragraph given above mentions how the world’s leading investors too are not
inclined towards investing in airlines due to the highly variable air fares. Here, the
statement given in option (e) which justifies the inference we can derive from the
paragraph fits in perfectly in the given blank. All other phrases either do not make a
contextually meaningful or do not form a grammatically correct statement. Hence, option
(e) is the most suitable answer choice.
S12. Ans. (b)
Sol. The paragraph given above mentions how the airlines overbook the flights for the
maximum profit. The final statement of the paragraph mentions that the overbooked
passengers are usually bumped out of the flight inspite of paying the equal prices. Here,
from the phrase preceding the blank “they do this by”, we can infer that the blank contains
something that has been one of the ways by which the airlines overbook the flights.
Therefore, the statement given in option (b) which states that overbooking is usually done
considering the probability of the tickets that have the chances of being cancelled fits in
perfectly in the blank. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable answer choice.
S13. Ans. (c)
Sol. The paragraph given above mentions the Steel industry in China which is largely
dependent on blast furnaces for converting iron ore into steel. From the phrase “iron ore
into steel under”, we can infer that the blank will be filled with the phrase highlighting the
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temperature at which the conversion happens. Therefore, the phrase given in option (c)
perfectly fits in the given blank which implies that iron ore is converted to steel at
extremely high temperature which is also a major reason for pollution in Beijing.
S14. Ans. (b)
Sol. The given passage is talking about the launch of the Complaint Management System
and its salient features. So from the given options, only option (b) is adding to the features
of the CMS. Remaining options failed to match the theme of the given passage. Hence, the
correct answer choice would be option (b).
S15. Ans. (c)
Sol. The given paragraph mention about the role of the media in air crash investigation and
the negative role played by it. So, the correct filler should be the one which highlights the
additional negative points of the media in crash investigation which is highlighted in the
option (c). The given option is discussing about the effects of media coverage of crash on
families of the victims. Remaining options are either discussing about the remedies or steps
to be taken to decrease such incidents, so failed to fit the blank. Hence, the correct answer
choice would be option (c)
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